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Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a sensitive tool for the characterization of timescale‐specific motion in proteins. Relaxation‐rate constants probe the re‐orientation of internuclear vectors (for example, the ^1^H−^15^N bond), which is the result of possibly complex motional processes.[1](#anie201901929-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} For simple motions, described by a single correlation time and amplitude, measurement of relaxation‐rate constants yields information on both parameters. Even for such simple models, the degree of correlation of motion over several bonds is not easily assessed (although cross‐correlations of nearby bonds can be obtained in solution‐state NMR[2](#anie201901929-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). With more complex motions, characterized by multiple correlation times and amplitudes, the disentanglement of amplitudes and correlation times becomes increasingly ambiguous.[3](#anie201901929-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, it is not straightforward to connect local bond motions to overall motions, which involve the correlated motion of many nuclei. These difficulties prevent the visualization of motional processes from the NMR data in the form of movies.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations naturally provide such movies and statistical correlations. However, the predictions are limited by trajectory length and quality of the force field, so resulting dynamics should be validated by experiments.[4](#anie201901929-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} It is, therefore, attractive to combine MD and NMR to interpret the NMR data in terms of more complex overall motions.

Comparison between NMR and MD can be made at the level of relaxation‐rate constants by calculating these from MD trajectories,[5](#anie201901929-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} or at the level of amplitudes and correlation times obtained by modeling the correlation function of the H−N bond as a sum of a few exponentials[6](#anie201901929-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} (for example, the model‐free approach[7](#anie201901929-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). The former can give good agreement, but it is less intuitive, while the latter often leads to incompatible results owing to ambiguities mentioned above.

Therefore, we compare NMR and MD in terms of the detector approach.[3](#anie201901929-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} For a quantitative, timescale‐specific motional analysis, we analyze the NMR relaxation data using the detector approach and then apply it to MD trajectories to obtain amplitudes of the same detectors. For HET‐s(218‐289) fibrils,[8](#anie201901929-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} we find good agreement using the AMBER 99SB‐ILDN force field[9](#anie201901929-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} in a 500 ns simulation. Correlation analysis determines how detector responses on different timescales are related to overall motion: similar amplitude trends are found on a wide range of timescales, but these trends at short correlation times result from more local motions, while for longer times they result from collective motions over multiple fibril layers. A detector‐specific (that is, timescale‐specific) correlation coefficient is derived from MD data, which is used to relate NMR‐based localized H−N motions to overall motion. Despite fibrils being fairly rigid, a very wide range of correlation times was detected, which results from motion with different correlation lengths.

Nine previously acquired NMR experiments[10](#anie201901929-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} were used to characterize backbone H−N bond motion of HET‐s(218‐289) in amyloid form (3 *R* ~1~, 5 *R* ~1*ρ*~ rate constants and order parameters). Previous analysis assumed that the correlation function of the bond motion is a sum of three discrete exponential terms,[6b](#anie201901929-bib-0006b){ref-type="ref"}, [6c](#anie201901929-bib-0006c){ref-type="ref"} each described by an order parameter (*S* ^2^) and correlation time (*τ* ~c~). Upon closer inspection, we found the fitted *τ* ~c~ can be biased by this approach, and depend strongly on the set of experiments used.[3a](#anie201901929-bib-0003a){ref-type="ref"} We suspect this is a near‐universal problem when complex motions are involved, brought about by fitting a correlation function with fewer terms than are present in the real motion. Further evidence of biasing is provided in the Supporting Information, Section 4, where we find that an MD trajectory yields good reproduction of experimental *R* ~1~ rate constants at several magnetic fields, but fitting of NMR data and MD‐derived correlation functions separately to multi‐exponential functions yields very different parameters (see [5d](#anie201901929-bib-0005d){ref-type="ref"} for similar results for methyl dynamics).

To compare MD and NMR analyses, we must allow for complex motional models; detectors use an arbitrary number of correlation times in the correlation function,[3](#anie201901929-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} given as:$$C\left( t \right) = S{}^{2} + \left( 1 - S{}^{2} \right)\int\limits_{- \infty}^{\infty}\theta\left( z \right)\exp\left( - t/\left( 10{}^{z} \cdot 1\, s \right) \right)dz$$

(1−*S* ^2^)*θ*(*z*) is a distribution of motion, where *θ*(*z*) integrates to one, and (1−*S* ^2^) scales the distribution. Integration sums contributions for all correlation times (*τ* ~c~=10^*z*^⋅1 s) to obtain *C*(*t*). The distribution can assume any functional form: for example, for one correlation time, *τ* ~c~, and order parameter, *S* ^2^, the distribution is (1−*S* ^2^)*δ*(*z*−log~10~(*τ* ~c~)), where *δ*(*z*) is the delta function. However, a continuous distribution is also possible, where such a distribution may be described with a few parameters,[11](#anie201901929-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} or it may have an entirely arbitrary form.

We cannot fully determine (1−*S* ^2^)*θ*(*z*) without assumptions about its form, but we may characterize ranges of correlation times, with ranges defined by detector sensitivities *ρ~n~*(*z*) (Figure [1](#anie201901929-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} A). Motion in the range of *ρ~n~*(*z*) is obtained as:[3](#anie201901929-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} $$\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}} = \left( 1 - S{}^{2} \right)\mspace{720mu}\int\limits_{- \infty}^{\infty}\theta\left( z \right)\rho{}_{n}\left( z \right)dz$$

![NMR and MD detector responses for HET‐s(218‐289) fibrils. A) plots *ρ~n~*(*z*) for *ρ* ~0~−*ρ* ~2~ (see the Supporting Information, Figure S1 for the full range). B) Responses derived from experiment (color with error bars) and MD simulation (black). The gray area estimates a confidence interval for MD results, obtained by analyzing the first and second halves of the trajectory separately, and plotting the range of results. $z\binom{0\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ and Δ*z~n~* give centers and widths of the *ρ~n~*(*z*) (log scale[3b](#anie201901929-bib-0003b){ref-type="ref"}). C) HET‐s(218‐289) β‐sheet arrangement, 3D views of a single HET‐s molecule, and 6 molecules in a fibril. One molecule forms two layers connected by a flexible loop.](ANIE-58-9383-g001){#anie201901929-fig-0001}

$\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ , the detector response, is the weighted average of the distribution, (1−*S* ^2^)*θ*(*z*), where *ρ~n~*(*z*) is the weighting function (assuming detectors are integral‐normalized, ∫*ρ~n~*(*z*)d*z*=1). The *ρ~n~*(*z*) are linear combinations of spectral‐density functions, optimized to be as narrow as possible, and the corresponding detector responses are linear combinations of experimental rate constants. Each detector has a center and width on a log~10~ scale (for example, *ρ* ~1~ has center $z\binom{0\mspace{510mu}}{1\mspace{510mu}}$ =−9.1, $10{}^{z\binom{0\mspace{510mu}}{1\mspace{510mu}}}$ ≈ 700 ps, and width Δ*z* ~1~=1.2, or just over an order‐of‐magnitude). If (1−*S* ^2^)*θ*(*z*) is approximately linear over the sensitive range of a detector, $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ approximates the distribution at the detector center, *z*=$z\binom{0\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ .[3b](#anie201901929-bib-0003b){ref-type="ref"} Although the $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ do not allow reconstruction of *C*(*t*), they are well defined and describe the information in the NMR data with reduced experimental bias (further discussion on detector interpretation in given in the Supporting Information, Section 2).

We can also obtain *C*(*t*) from an MD trajectory,[12](#anie201901929-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} invert Equation (1) to obtain (1−*S* ^2^)*θ*(*z*), and insert the result into Equation (2), to obtain $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ (calculating (1−*S* ^2^)*θ*(*z*) is an ill‐posed problem, but this does not create significant problems when calculating; Supporting Information, Section 3).

Figure [1](#anie201901929-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} B shows $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ for backbone H−N motion of HET‐s(218‐289) fibrils. These experimental responses depend, to excellent approximation, only on *R* ~1~ relaxation data at 400, 500, and 850 MHz and order parameters.[10](#anie201901929-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} MD responses are based on a 500 ns trajectory of a stretch of fibril with 3 HET‐s(218‐289) molecules (6 fibril layers, AMBER 99SB‐ILDN force field;[9](#anie201901929-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} see the Supporting Information, Section 1.2 for setup[13](#anie201901929-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). *R* ~1*ρ*~ data is simultaneously processed with *R* ~1~ data, but because *R* ~1*ρ*~ is far more sensitive to μs motions than ns motions (Supporting Information, Figure S1), they result in two additional μs detectors (discussed later), which cannot be directly compared to a 500 ns trajectory.

*ρ* ~0~ is primarily sensitive to short correlation times, representing vibrational and librational motions. From experiment alone, it is not clear if slower motion (*τ* ~c~≈100 ns, Figure [1](#anie201901929-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} A) might also contribute to *ρ* ~0~. We can separate motions with greater resolution using MD, where results show that fast motions (\<100 ps) dominate *ρ* ~0~ in β‐sheets (Supporting Information, Section 5.1). We see fairly uniform behavior throughout the molecule for experimental results, and have good reproduction by MD (Figure [1](#anie201901929-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} B). The reference bond length is optimized for detector analysis to a length of 1.03 Å (Supporting Information, Section 3.4). Bond lengths are motionally averaged; including more motions (for example, librations, stretching) increases the effective length, and reduces $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{0\mspace{510mu}}$ . While 1.01 Å corresponds to the minimum energy of the H−N bond, effective lengths can range from 1.02--1.04 Å, depending on which motions are averaged to determine the effective length.[14](#anie201901929-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

*ρ* ~1~ and *ρ* ~2~ are the two detectors ($10{}^{z\binom{0\mspace{510mu}}{1\mspace{510mu}}}$ ≈700 ps, $10{}^{z\binom{0\mspace{510mu}}{2\mspace{510mu}}}$ ≈6 ns) characterizing motions relevant for *R* ~1~ relaxation. For *ρ* ~1~ and *ρ* ~2~, MD and NMR show similar increases in motion near the flexible loop (260--270, the loop itself is invisible in spectra), for β1a, and for β1b and β3b near the turns between β‐sheets (E235 and G271). Motion on β2a and β4a is underestimated by MD. Overall, for both *ρ* ~1~ and *ρ* ~2~ agreement between MD and NMR is good, with trends and the absolute amplitudes of $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{1\mspace{510mu}}$ and $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{2\mspace{510mu}}$ reproduced, without using adjustable parameters. Disagreement can have a number of causes, including limited sampling with MD and incorrect reproduction of dynamics by the force field. The former may lead to higher residue‐to‐residue variation observed for MD. The GROMOS 54a7[15](#anie201901929-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} force field yields less agreement (Supporting Information, Figure S7; see Ref. [16](#anie201901929-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} for comparison of force‐field families).

We want to correlate measured $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ of the H−N bonds with surrounding motion using MD data. Standard methods exist to correlate motion of bond pairs,[17](#anie201901929-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} but typically do not have timescale specificity (other approaches also exist[14d](#anie201901929-bib-0014d){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, we define a detector‐specific (that is, timescale‐specific) correlation coefficient. Suppose we take two vectors in the molecule (for example, bonds), indexed *k* and *j*. We may calculate a time‐correlation function between the vectors, *C* ~*k*,*j*~(*t*) (*C* ~*k*,*j*~(*t*) is a tensor correlation function, and has a rank, for example, 1 or 2).[12b](#anie201901929-bib-0012b){ref-type="ref"} As in Equation (1), *C* ~*k*,*j*~(*t*) can be fitted with a distribution, *θ* ~*k*,*j*~(*z*) (Supporting Information, Section 6.1). Then, the cross‐correlated detector response is defined similarly to Equation [(3)](#anie201901929-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\rho\binom{k,j\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}} = \int\limits_{- \infty}^{\infty}\theta{}_{k,j}\left( z \right)\rho{}_{n}\left( z \right)dz$$

The cross‐correlated response is defined using the same sensitivity, *ρ~n~*(*z*), as is used to obtain the detector response $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ , so cross‐correlation is obtained for exactly the same range of correlation times to which $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ is sensitive. Then, we can determine how the $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ are related to surrounding motion. For easier interpretation, we normalize $\rho\binom{k,j\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ to yield a correlation coefficient:[18](#anie201901929-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} $$\rho\binom{k,j\mspace{510mu}}{n,{norm}\mspace{510mu}} = \frac{\rho\binom{k,j\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}}{\sqrt{\rho\binom{k,k\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}\rho\binom{j,j\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}}}$$

$\rho\binom{k,j\mspace{510mu}}{n,{norm}\mspace{510mu}}$ can be between 1 (fully correlated) and −1 (fully anti‐correlated), or 0 for no correlation. $\rho\binom{k,j\mspace{510mu}}{n,{norm}\mspace{510mu}}$ also depends on the orientation of the two vectors; we calculate rank‐1 correlations in the main text to obtain a simpler angular dependence on correlations, although rank‐2 correlation may also be used (in which case $\rho\binom{k,K\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ =$\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ ). Using rank‐1, correlated motion may yield −1 in the case that the vectors point in opposite directions and yield 0 for perpendicular vectors (Supporting Information, Section 6.2). Note that we perform the above calculations with an eigenmode approach (iRED[19](#anie201901929-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}) that yields faster and more stable results (Supporting Information, Section 6.3).

To test the behavior of $\rho\binom{k,j\mspace{510mu}}{n,{norm}\mspace{510mu}}$ , we calculate cross‐correlation of H‐N motion with peptide plane motion (we correlate to a vector in the peptide plane: the bisector of the C′−N and C′−Cα bonds). We expect H−N motion to be highly correlated with peptide plane motion, except for librational motion of the H−N out of the peptide plane. Since this is a fast motion, found in the sensitive range of *ρ* ~0~, one expects reduced correlation for *ρ* ~0~, but high correlation for *ρ* ~1~ and *ρ* ~2~. In Figure [2](#anie201901929-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, we see that the behavior of $\rho\binom{k,j\mspace{510mu}}{n,{norm}\mspace{510mu}}$ is as expected; correlation in the sensitive range of *ρ* ~0~ ranges from about 60--95 %, but for *ρ* ~1~ and *ρ* ~2~, correlation is always higher (\>80 %).

![Detector‐specific correlation of motion between H−N bonds and peptide planes. $\rho\binom{k,j\mspace{510mu}}{n,{norm}\mspace{510mu}}$ \[Eq. (4)\] is plotted for each residue. The inset (lower right) shows the vectors being correlated. For the equivalent rank‐2 calculation, see the Supporting Information, Figure S15.](ANIE-58-9383-g002){#anie201901929-fig-0002}

Next, we determine how H−N bond motions are correlated with the motion of the surrounding residues, by calculating correlation coefficients between all backbone H−N bonds. In Figure [3](#anie201901929-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, the correlation between H−N bonds of 232Arg, 235Glu, and 248Ala to H−N bonds of all other residues is plotted (see also the Supporting Information, Figure S20). In the sensitive range of *ρ* ~0~, only weak correlation is seen to neighboring residues. For *ρ* ~1~ ($10{}^{z\binom{0\mspace{510mu}}{1\mspace{510mu}}}$ ≈700 ps), 232Arg shows correlation primarily to residues in the same β‐sheet (β1b), whereas for *ρ* ~2~ ($10{}^{z\binom{0\mspace{510mu}}{2\mspace{510mu}}}$ ≈6 ns), correlation to 232Arg H−N motion is extensive, with strong correlation in the same β‐sheet and also two fibril layers away. 235Glu shows similar behavior, where the correlation length increases with correlation time. 248Ala behavior differs; it is highly correlated to 247Ala and 249Ala (with limited correlation for *ρ* ~0~), but does not become as correlated with distant residues in the range of *ρ* ~2~. This is likely due to more flexibility; since these residues are not hydrogen‐bonded in the fibril core their motion is not highly correlated over multiple fibril layers. These behaviors are seen throughout the fibril (complete results in the Supporting Information, Figures S16--S21, including noise analysis). Similar results are found using the GROMOS force‐field (Supporting Information, Figures S22--S25).

![Detector‐specific H--N correlation coefficients for several residues. Each subplot shows 6 fibril layers (3 molecules). A)--C) $\rho\binom{k,j\mspace{510mu}}{n,{norm}\mspace{510mu}}$ between the 232Arg H−N bond of the middle HET‐s(218‐289) molecule (black) to all other H−N bonds, for *ρ* ~0~−*ρ* ~2~. Atom volumes are proportional to \|$\rho\binom{k,j\mspace{510mu}}{n,{norm}\mspace{510mu}}$ \|, and color coding also indicates the sign. Atoms in the same peptide plane as the H−N bond are also sized and colored according to $\rho\binom{k,j\mspace{510mu}}{n,{norm}\mspace{510mu}}$ . D)--F) Correlation for 235Glu; G)--I) correlation for 248Ala. Usually, anti‐correlation indicates concerted β‐sheet motion, where neighboring residues have H−N bonds pointing opposite directions (Supporting Information, Section 6.2). Small fibril plots (right) show the fibril structure and orientation (all molecular graphics from UCSF Chimera[20](#anie201901929-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}).](ANIE-58-9383-g003){#anie201901929-fig-0003}

The relationship between correlation time and the inter‐residue distance of the observed correlations suggests that longer‐range motions (\>5 layers) may occur at longer correlation times (about μs range). We cannot verify this with our current MD trajectory; we are limited by both its length and number of fibril layers. We can use *R* ~1*ρ*~ relaxation, which has been established as a reliable reporter on microsecond dynamics,[21](#anie201901929-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} to calculate detectors sensitive to μs motion, and compare to $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{1\mspace{510mu}}$ and $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{2\mspace{510mu}}$ . Figure [4](#anie201901929-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} B shows detector responses sensitive in the μs range ($10{}^{z\binom{0\mspace{510mu}}{3\mspace{510mu}}}$ ≈2 μs, $10{}^{z\binom{0\mspace{510mu}}{4\mspace{510mu}}}$ ≈20 μs), and C compares them to ns‐range detectors ($\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{0\mspace{510mu}}$ is relatively uniform, so is not shown in C). Responses are significantly lower than in Figure [1](#anie201901929-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, but have similar trends: increased amplitude near the loop and C‐terminus, and increases between β1b/β2a and β3b/β4α. Similarity of $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ around the ns and μs regimes can be because the underlying motion is similar, with the primary difference being the correlation length, which leads to an increase in correlation time. Such behavior has been observed in polymer dynamics, where motional modes involving a few or many monomers lead to short and long correlation times,[22](#anie201901929-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} and, furthermore, these modes have also decreasing amplitudes with increasing correlation times.

![Detectors sensitive to μs motion (*ρ* ~3~: 10${}^{z{}^{0}}$ ≈2 μs, *ρ* ~4~: 10${}^{z{}^{0}}$ ≈20 μs). A) Plots of *ρ* ~3~(*z*) and *ρ* ~4~(*z*). B) plots responses, $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ (cut‐off values are visible in the Supporting Information Figure S26). C) Maps $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ for *ρ* ~1~−*ρ* ~4~ onto the HET‐s(218--289) molecule (data from Figure [1](#anie201901929-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} B, Figure [4](#anie201901929-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} B). $\rho\binom{\left( \theta,S \right)\mspace{510mu}}{n\mspace{510mu}}$ above the scale are omitted (scale above each molecule.)](ANIE-58-9383-g004){#anie201901929-fig-0004}

From these results, we can therefore partially characterize the origin of the multi‐timescale motion in HET‐s(218‐289) fibrils: increased correlation length brings about longer correlation times on the ns timescale, and we suspect this trend can be extended to explain the observed μs dynamics, pointing to broad distributions of correlation times. This behavior could be related to the small‐amplitude μs rocking motion observed even in crystalline proteins such as ubiquitin, GB1, and SH3[21c](#anie201901929-bib-0021c){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#anie201901929-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} or it could be a different type of fibril motion. Presence of strong interactions between molecules in both fibrils and protein crystals can yield motions involving multiple molecules (where it is not clear if weaker interactions between neighboring fibrils might also contribute). We believe that this type of motion, however, is best described by a distribution of correlation times, as opposed to a single effective correlation time.

The combination of NMR and MD using the detector approach allows us to draw conclusions neither of the two methods would provide on its own. Such an approach can be used to characterize collective motions critical for biological function.
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